GRIDSMART’S REAL-TIME DATA MAKES THAILAND
INTERSECTIONS SAFER AND MORE EFFICIENT

With some of the world’s most congested and dangerous roads, Thailand’s Ministry of Transport (MOT) launched efforts to
improve safety and efficiency for the 8.5 million vehicles that travel Bangkok roads daily on roads designed for two million
vehicles. Complicating the puzzle, Thailand’s traffic signals historically operate on fixed-timing plans. With robust tourist activity
and rapidly increasing vehicle ownership, radical adaptation is mandatory.
MOT tested adaptive systems using inductive loops, but poor reliability and high cost of repair for loops led to disappointing
outcomes. Among the plethora of problems, inductive loops failed at accurately detecting Thailand’s substantial population of
motorbikes. The limited functionality of loops severely reduced benefits of MOT investment.
New Trend Development was engaged and introduced GRIDSMART Technologies, Inc. as the base of an integrated
solution for MOT. New Trend Development’s proprietary adaptive software control system is built on GRIDSMART
for actuation and use of real time actionable data. Using GRIDSMART’s Application Programming Interface (API), the
industry’s only open API, to interface with New Trend Developments adaptive controllers cleared the path to progress.

Using the API, New Trend feeds actionable data from GRIDSMART’s horizon to horizon view camera and tracking algorithms
into their system to adaptively optimize signal timing.
With unmatched accuracy delivered from the world’s easiest to install system, GRIDMART tracks vehicles, bicycles, and
pedestrians from horizon to horizon and through the center of an intersection. This not only provides discernment of the critical
zone where most accidents occur, and other traffic systems can’t see, but exit data not available to other systems can be used
to deliver immediate results.
MOT engaged an independent third-party testing firm whose work
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in a cost savings of more than
$855,000 per year.
GRIDSMART is the most cost effective actuation, data collection and situational awareness tool in the world with an unlimited
capacity to revolutionize your smart city through the API and other advanced tools.
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